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MessaGe fRoM Hos
We are pleased to present to you Saigon South International School’s 2014-2015
Annual Report. Each year we try to convey, through diagrams, charts and tables
as well as text, the true heart of the school and the amazing work that goes on
here each day in our classrooms. We want our community to share in the successes,
both large and small, that we celebrate with our teachers and students. Your
comments and suggestions are valued as we strive to improve each year upon
the last.
The academic period covered here is from 01 July 2014 through 30 June 2015,
whilst the fiscal year in our reporting of expenditures is from January through
December.
The leadership of the school continued its evolution as new faces joined the senior administrative team.
Mr. Dan Keller assumed the direction of the Elementary School, joined by Barbara Reynolds as the new
Assistant Principal of the Elementary School. John Kruk served as interim principal in the High School.
With WASC reaccreditation secured, and the the first year of new leadership behind us, this was a year of
planning. Central to that planning was the formulation of the SSIS Strategic Plan to guide us for the next
three years. Within these pages you will find more about that plan, but the central ideas are those which
make this school both strong and unique: our Core Values, the teaching and learning at SSIS, and the engagement of our vibrant community.
We continue to hold Academic Excellence as central to our mission. The graduating class of 2015 were well
prepared for the rigors of tertiary education as they left us, credentialed through the demanding Advanced
Placement (AP) program and the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB-DP). Our students
sought Balance in Life through the variety of courses they chose, their expression of Dedicated Service to
others in both clubs and charity work and in their daily lives as sons and daughters, friends and classmates
to each other, and as global citizens with purpose-filled lives evidencing Respect for All. It is in living these
four Core Values that we all find the fifth—Sense of Self—and discover who we are and what our place is in
this community.
While we are so proud of the great work our students, teachers and coaches are doing in the classrooms,
performance halls, and sports fields of SSIS, we are so enriched by the strong leadership of our ParentTeacher Association guided by our Country Ambassadors. This year we followed a new model whereby
families from individual country groups took responsibility for the great outside activities which enrich our
school. The success of those events brought joy to us all and we grateful thank our parents for being so
involved in the life of the school.
The community of Saigon South International School is made up of so many caring individuals. It is truly
said that we are made stronger by each—our Board of Directors, our administrative leaders, our teachers
and assistants, the SSIS staff, our parents and our students. We offer a heartfelt thanks to each of you: to our
students for their hard work and caring spirits, to our parents for the trust they place in us each day to educate
the next generation of our families, to our staff who work behind the scenes to keep this school clean, safe,
and running well, to our teachers for sharing their passion for learning and their expertise in so many areas,
to our administrative team for constant watchfulness and far-sighted planning, and to our Board for their
knowledge of our past, their oversight of our present, and their vision for our future.
I am grateful for the opportunity I have been giving to lead this school and for the support of each of you.
Sincerely yours,
Mark Iver Sylte
Head of School
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MISSION STATEMENT
SSIS is a college preparatory school committed to the intellectual and personal development of each
student in preparation for a purposeful life as a global citizen.

OUR PHILOSOPHY
Learning at SSIS is an interactive process of discovery involving students, teachers, and parents: all working
to support the development of the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary to succeed in school and
later in life.
Our curriculum emanates from the school’s mission, incorporates our many cultures, and is broader than
the content of study. All courses of study are student-centered, focused on making meaning, and rooted
in conceptual understanding.
The cultural context of an international school is potentially a life-changing opportunity. SSIS aims to
guide students towards capitalizing on that opportunity and making the experience as fulfilling and
rewarding as possible.

CORE VALUES
Saigon South International School’s Core Values play a vital role in every student’s daily life. Unlike a uniform
which can be taken off at the end of the day, the Core Values are attributes which will remain with our
students for the rest of their lives. Academic Excellence, Sense of Self, Balance in Life, Dedicated Service,
and Respect for All are at the heart of the school mission and at the center of all we do.
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scHool accReDITaTIon
& PRoGRaM
aUTHoRIZaTIon

SSIS has been fully accredited by Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) in the United
States since 2005. SSIS is accredited until June 2017 and is one of only two schools in Vietnam to
have achieved a full-term accreditation from WASC. Accreditation is important because it validates the
school’s curriculum and assures that the transcripts and diplomas from SSIS will be recognized and accepted by leading schools and universities around the world.
SSIS is also authorized to offer the Advanced Placement program (AP) through the high school and the
International Baccalaureate Diploma Program (IBDP) to students in grades 11 & 12. Both programs offer
university level academics and are highly regarded by universities.
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THe ssIs sTRaTeGIc Plan foR 2015-2018
All schools, from time to time, engage in strategic planning. For many, their plans read like a list a
projects to implement. New ideas for curriculum, facilities improvements, the retention of high quality
faculty, and community outreach all find their ways into the typical strategic plan.
These are all important parts of a great school’s development and they are present in every discussion we
have about the past, present and future of SSIS. Last year, however, we took a different tack in developing
our strategic plan. We wanted to avoid what are the limitations of many attempts at strategic planning.
First, particular items may be of importance to the people who write the plan but may be of less importance to others when the original writers move on from the school. Second, something which seems like
an important initiative today may be eclipsed by a more pressing need later on.
Last year we sought to write a strategic plan which encompassed our best thinking on where we are as
a school now and where we want to go in the future. Our SSIS Strategic Plan 2015-2018 has three main
areas:
1. The Core Values: To explicitly reaffirm and embed the School’s Core Values as guiding principles
for SSIS.
2. The Curriculum: To enhance teaching and learning at SSIS through the written, taught, and assessed
curriculum.
3. Community Engagement: To increase participation, communication, and collaboration between
parents, the school, and the community.
Each area is of vital importance to us. Our Core Values were written by our founders and are, as such,
unchanging and unchangeable. They demand our constant attention to the realization of Academic
Excellence, a Sense of Self, Dedicated Service, Balance in Life, and Respect for All. It is important, then,
that we have have a common understanding of what these values mean. Every member of the community should be able to articulate how these Core Values are lived at SSIS. We want to empower our
students to hold us, and each other, accountable through an honor code. Finally, we need to engage
teachers who embrace these Core Values from the start to the finish of their time at SSIS.
All schools have a curriculum in some fashion or another. What is less common is that this curriculum
is truly integrated and scaffolded across all the years of a student’s education. We are developing a very
clear, written curriculum which takes a student from elementary, through middle, and into high school
where externally assessed courses allow them to demonstrate their mastery of both skills and content.
Along the way we will pay particular attention to the notion of argumentation – the ability to analyze
and evaluate information and articulate persuasive arguments. All this we will do with data as our guide,
regularly quantifying the progress we make.
Finally, we are a school within a larger community of parents and families. We have facilities which are
the best in Vietnam and want to make sure that they serve everyone, our students first, of course, but
our families as well. We want to make sure that all members of our community have easy access to the
information they need, when they need it, to participate in all that we offer. Finally, we want to share the
message of SSIS and what makes it such a great place to learn, to teach, and to grow.
We are excited to begin the next school year with these strategic direction and to show our community
how we will be transformed by them.
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MessaGe fRoM es PRIncIPal
This school year was a mixture of continuity and change. Continuity was
maintained by preserving the wonderful traditions that have made our
elementary program so successful. Change has infused our program with exciting
new initiatives as the elementary school pursues an agenda of innovation. As
we balance continuity and change, we are proud to reflect on our many accomplishments of the school year.

Dan Keller, PhD
ES Principal

Our elementary program has wonderful traditions that enrich the lives of our
community. Between Principal’s Coffee, After School Activities, and special
event days, we have continued many successful activities. All of these traditions are what make the SSIS Elementary School such an exciting learning
community.

• Monthly Principal’s Coffee continued to help parents understand how to
best support their child’s education.
• Our After School Activities continued to enrich the curriculum, including many special events
organized by students involved in our Roots and Shoots program.
• Special event days included 100’s day to celebrate the hundredth day of school, Earth Day to
emphasize the teaching of sustainability, and Tet festival to celebrate Vietnamese culture. Our
curriculum included traditions such as fall and winter music concerts, sports day, art journey,
learning journeys, and elementary book fair. Visiting authors this year included environmental
activist Jan Latta, spoken word poet Luka Lesson, and cartoonist poet David Schwartz. Finally, our
PTA organized a number of exciting days, especially the Family Fun Days and International Week.
Our elementary program was infused with a number of changes this year. Our enrollment continues to
grow, there is new leadership in the school, and the curriculum is being enhanced. All of these changes
bring initiatives that enhance our innovative program.
• The elementary continued to grow, with an additional grade 1 class added. Related to growth, we
implemented a new Student Orientation program before the first day of school.
• The leadership of elementary changed with Dan Keller serving as the new Elementary Principal
and Barbara Reynolds serving as the new Elementary Assistant Principal. We focused on improving
some basic operations of the school, with clarified expectations and procedures for the
playground, assemblies, and concerts. We improved the professional development of teachers by
developing an instructional coaching program.
• Most importantly, we enhanced the curriculum for students in a number of ways. We increased
participation of students in our after school program, including making the program available to
grade 1 students, and expanding our elementary school choir. We developed an assemblies program,
where students experience elementary school assemblies on a monthly basis, which include
singing our “Dragon Song” and a visit from our Dragon mascot. We introduced the SSIS Curriculum
Framework and set a compelling vision for an innovative curriculum that is organized around
trans-disciplinary Super Units.
As we look back on the 2014-2015 school year, we are proud of continuing our wonderful traditions while
carefully introducing innovative changes that further improve the elementary program. Thanks to our
dedicated staff, supportive parents, and wonderful students. Together, we bring the SSIS Core Values to life.
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MessaGe fRoM Ms PRIncIPal
Throughout the 2014-2015 school year, the middle school faculty and staff
worked to bring the Core Values to life in impactful and relevant ways. Highlights
of that work include:
• Focus on Writing: Cross curricular work led to the development of new
writing rubrics for English Language Arts, Document Based Question
rubrics in Social Studies, and the development of shared instructional
strategies to support student writing in all courses.

Molly Burger
MS Principal

• Focus on Math: Analysis of student performance in math led to the devel
opment of a Gr 7 Algebra and Gr 8 Geometry class to better meet the
needs of our students. SSIS also hosted the regional MathCounts competition
where our student competed with over 100 students representing 11
international schools from 5 different countries.

• Focus on Technology: Continued development of our ICT requirements and courses led to the
creation of a Gr 7 ICT requirement and a new Robotics and Coding course available to Gr 7 and
Gr 8 students.
• Focus on Supports: Supporting high achievement for all our students was strengthened through
analysis of student data, development of clear instructional goals for students based on individual
learning needs, development of internal supports and structures designed to provide additional
instruction/ assessment opportunities for teachers and students.
• Focus on Service: Continuing our tradition of charitable service, middle school students ran activities
and bake sales to raise over $2500 for Orphan Impact supporting technology training for
underprivileged children in HCMC; the Gr 6 Leadership Class ran another successful food
drive to support summer nutritional needs of students at Anh Linh Love School bringing in
enough food for over 200 families.
• Focus on Connections: Pairing elementary classes with middle school advisory classes provided
the perfect opportunity to build connections between divisions during International Week. Middle
school students were excited to share with their elementary buddies the children’s stories they
wrote and illustrated based on their national heritage.
• Focus on Personal Growth: New Week Without Walls programs were launched for all three grade
levels. Traveling to Mui Ke Ga, Madagui, and Ta Lai, our students pushed themselves out of their
comfort zones, stretched their limits, and learned a great deal about themselves in the process.
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MessaGe aboUT HIGH scHool
The academic year 2014-2015 welcomed the return of many experienced SSIS high school faculty and the
arrival of new faces, including that of Mr. John Kruk who served as Interim High School Principal during the
year.
This was a year of exciting progress and innovation led by Mr. Kruk. Throughout the 2014-15 school year
the high school teachers worked to strengthen the school for the benefit of student growth and ensuring
that students of all abilities levels had challenges courses in which they could excel.
Major work was done on the Program of Studies for the High School. The goal has always been to offer SSIS students the richest selection of courses while still making sure that the schedule is such that
students can include those courses in their individual schedules. IB courses still account for a majority
(55%) of the offerings in the high school, school-based courses make up another 37%, while AP courses
fill the remaining 8%. AP offerings were increased this year to thirteen, with the addition of AP World
History, AP English Language and Composition, and AP Statistics. Additional offering were introduced in
computer science and ceramics.
The numbers in the high school continued to grow to an all time high of 266 students and 33 faculty
members. An additional teacher was added to increase offerings in English and reduce class sizes in an
effort to implement increased writing expectations. The faculty of the high school did exceptional work
in the area of professional development, participating in more than twenty-four workshops.
During the fall term, SSIS concluded its search for a new high school principal and Mr. Jacob Hendrickson, High School Principal at the American School in Jeddah, was formally appointed for the 2015-2016
school year.
High school students continued their participation in a dizzying array of after
school activities, clubs and sports. Using the rubric of creativity, action and
service, SSIS students expressed their talents through groups such as the orchestra,
the student publication Xiklo, MUN and math club. They were physically and
mentally tested in sporting competitions at the city level with SISAC and the
regional level with MRISA. Finally, our students gave thousands of hours to the
community around them with groups such as Heart Says Free Move, I Teach U,
the Smile Bank, and work with the Mai Tam and Long Hoa orphanages.
The University Guidance Office continues to offer SSIS students exceptional
access to top colleges and universities around the world. More than three
hundred schools, representing the United States, Australia, Canada, Korea,
Jacob Hendrickson
Hong Kong and the United Kingdom visited SSIS. During the development
HS Principal
of the school’s three-year strategic plan this year, the decision was reached
to create a new administrative-level position for a Director of University Guidance and an international
search was begun in the Spring through visiting consultant Mr. Terry Giffen.
The leadership of the high school, under Mr. Kruk’s direction, reached out to parents through principal’s
coffees to educate our parent community about university guidance, support programs, technology
initiatives, and other aspects of high school life for students. The high school also sought to speed communications with parents, and reduce the environmental impact of the division, through a move to the
electronic distribution of grades and reports beginning in the first semester.
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acaDeMIc eXcellence
A challenging academic program, based on American standards that teaches the student how to think,
to learn, to problem solve, to work individually and in teams, while acquiring a foundational knowledge
base of the world.

eXTeRnal assessMenTs
Through the use of external examinations, SSIS is able to provide parents with information about how
their child is progressing compared to both an international and American norm, as well as report on
their learning throughout the year. They allow the school to reflect upon their instructional practices and
programs across grade levels over time.

MaP coMPaRIson
Students in grades 3-10 participate in the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) test twice a year, once in
the Fall and once in the Spring. The MAP’s computerized, adaptive assessments are valuable tools which
provide the school with immediate, detailed results allowing us to make informed instructional decisions.
Last school year, the results of the MAP tests for individual classrooms helped teachers to determine best
groupings for students for instruction, differentiating those needing extra support and those needing enrichment activities.
Students are assessed in the areas of reading comprehension, language usage, grammar and mathematics.
The RIT or Rausch Unit indicates the instructional level of the students. When we compare the SSIS students’
mean RIT against those from international norms and USA norms, the SSIS student population is performing well above the norm.
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ssIs average
Usa average
International average
Grade level

MaP GRoWTH
This display of the MAP results highlight the growth made by each grade level over the course of the
school year. MAP tests are unique in that the questions are adapted to each child’s appropriate level of
learning. This means that teachers are able to identify a student’s instructional level at the beginning of
the year and see their growth by the end of the year. Students with a lower instructional level typically
experience a more rapid growth throughout the year.
SSIS believes that the data derived from the MAP is in line with our school goals for attending to every
child’s individual growth and achievement.
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The ERB Writing Assessment Program (WrAP) is
administered each Spring to all students in grades
3-12. In this timed assessment, students create a
writing sample in response to a prompt. The writing or essay style changes at various testing levels.
The prompts are aligned with current standards
and benchmarks as well as classroom practices.
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1200

DeMonsTRaTeD GRoWTH In WRITInG
Following a year of intensive professional development in the area of writing, we are pleased to see significant growth in writing as assessed by the WrAP. The data represents cohort groups of student and their
growth from Spring of 2014 to Spring of 2015. In WrAP, all essays are externally scored by a reader using
the ERB six-trait six point rubric. The six traits are: overall development, organization, support, sentence
structure, word choice and mechanics.
Grade Level

Essay Genre

elementary (Grades 3-4)

narrative

Intermediate (Grades 5-6)

Informative/Descriptive

Middle (Grades 7-8)

expository

secondary (Grades 9-10)

Persuasive

college Prep (Grades 11-12)

critical Thinking/analytical
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PsaT
The PSAT is a great way for students to practice standardized tests and to get ready for the SAT. More
than 3.5 million students around the world take this test each year. Results of the PSAT correlate closely
with the SAT scores for college admissions and thus, students and teachers can use this test to identify
areas for improvement. US citizens in grade 11 who perform well on the PSAT are also eligible for a
National Merit Scholarship.
When reading the boxplots, please note that they show the distribution of the test scores of our students
as well as all test takers in the United States. On average, SSIS students are above the comparison group
in all areas.
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saT
The SAT is universally recogni zed as a critical data point in determining university admissions at leading
colleges and universities around the world. The test assesses what students know and the application of
that knowledge in the areas of critical reading, mathematics and writing. SSIS’s class of 2015 continued
to score above the total group norms, which include all test takers, and the norms for the private schools
in the USA.

saT scoRes 2014 - 2015
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aDVanceD PlaceMenT (aP) ResUlTs 2015
Sixty-two students sat 99 AP exams in May, 2015 and 78 percent scored a 3 or better (on a scale of 1-5)
on the external exams. A minimum score of 3 is required in order to received college credit for the course.
Based on the AP results, two students qualified for the AP Scholar with Distinction Award, three students
qualified for the AP Scholar with Honors Award, and four students qualified for the AP Scholar Award.

GRADES

5

4

3

2

1

1

*Biology
Calculus AB

11

1

Chemistry

2

4

Economic-Micro

7

4

English Language Composition
Environmental Science

1

*Music Theory

1

Psychology

7

*Studio Art Drawing

1

Studio Art 2D Design

1

*US History

1

Percentage of
Receiving “3” or
Higher

1
3

1

13

1

10
1

12

3

2

1

1

1

2

2

7

3

3

1

2

16

2

3

6

6
1

1

Statistics

Total

1
1

3

5
2

3

World History

2

4

8

4

Total Grades

32

25

20

12

10

99

Total %

32.3

35.3

20.2

12.1

10.1

100

77.8%

TOTAL 50 STUDENTS

30.1

31.1

19.2

8.2

11.0

100%

80.8%

18

*Due to privacy concerns, SSIS only reports aggregated data on AP exams where four or more students sat the exam.
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THe InTeRnaTIonal baccalaUReaTe
SSIS offers a wide variety of IB subjects at the Standard Level (SL) and Higher Level (HL). Each subject
has an external exam at the end of two years and is graded on a scale of one to seven. To earn the full
IB Diploma, a student must earn a minimum of 24 points in six subjects, complete an outside activity
project (CAS), complete a Theory of Knowledge class, and write an original 4000 word extended essay.
Students who do not wish to complete the full IB Diploma can take individual classes, sit the exams and
obtain certificates for scores of 4 or better.
SSIS introduced the IB program in 2010 - 2011 and since then, of the 73 candidates who have completed
the full IB Diploma, 71 have been awarded the Diploma. SSIS students earned an average of 35 points,
compared to a world average of 29 in the May 2014 exams. Of the 340 IB exams taken in 2015 over 97
percent achieved a 4 or better on a 1-7 scale.

sUbJecT eXaM sTaTIsTIcs (2014 - 2015)
SUBJECT

Av grade (SSIS)

Av grade (World)

Highest grade (SSIS)

SL

HL

SL

HL

SL

HL

Korean A Lang & Lit.

5.75

5.60

5.82

6.06

7

6

English A Lit.

5.00

5.43

5.06

4.74

4

6

English A Lang & Lit.

5.00

4.78

5.23

5.09

6

6

Mandarin ab initio

4.33

0

5.38

0

6

0

Mandarin B

6.67

0

6.10

0

7

0

Spanish ab initio

5.00

0

5.06

0

6

0

Spanish B

6.17

0

5.03

0

7

0

Economics

4.25

4.85

4.67

5.15

5

7

Env. Sys. & Soc.

4.56

0

4.20

0

6

0

Geography

4.50

5.09

4.70

5.23

6

7

History

4.50

4.53

4.63

4.65

6

6

Biology

5.40

5.70

4.25

4.35

7

7

Chemistry

6.00

5.50

4.05

4.50

7

7

Physics

3.75

3.75

4.19

4.69

7

5

Math Studies

5.44

0

4.48

0

7

0

Math

4.58

5.33

4.44

4.43

7

6

Music

4.00

5.50

4.31

4.46

4

6

Visual Arts, Option A

6.00

5.71

4.58

4.84

6

7

Ib MaY 2015 ResUlT

scHool
sTaTIsTIcs

number of candidates registered in the session

57

number of diploma candidates registered in the session

27

number of subject entries in the session

340

number of candidates who successfully passed the diploma

26

average points obtained by candidates who passed the diploma

34

Highest diploma points awarded to a candidate

41

full diploma average exam score

5.43

SSIS introduced the IB diploma program in 2010 - 2011. Of the 340 IB exams taken in 2015, over 97 percent achieved a 4 or better on a 1-7 scale.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
ACCEPTING RECENT GRADUATES
Class of 2014 - 2015 received over 1.9 million USD in scholarship offers
AUSTRALIA
Monash University, Victoria
la Trobe University, Victoria
CANADA
concordia University, PQ
McGill University, PQ
*+simon fraser University, bc
*+University of british columbia, bc
University of Manitoba, Mb
University of saskatchewan, sK
University of Victoria, bc
University of Toronto, on
HONG KONG
*+city University of Hong Kong,
Kowloon Tong
The chinese University of Hong
Kong, shatin
*+The Hong Kong University of
science & Technology, sai Kung
*University of Hong Kong,
Pok fu lam
KOREA
George Mason University, Incheon
Korea University, seoul
seoul national University, seoul
sogang University, seoul
*sungkyunkwan University, seoul
Yonsei University, seoul
TAIWAN
national chang Hua University of
education, changhua county
national cheng Kung University,
Tainan city
+national Taiwan normal University, Taipei city
UK
Durham University, Durham
Imperial college london, london
King’s college london, london
loughborough University, leicestershire
Royal Holloway, University of
london, surrey

University college london, london
University of bradford, Yorkshire
*University of east anglia, norfolk
*University of edinburgh, edinburg,
scotland
University of leeds, West Yorkshire
University of nottingham,
nottinghamshire
University of Westminster, london

long Island University, brooklyn, nY
+loyola University new orleans, la
*+Muhlenberg college, Pa
*new York University, nY
north carolina state University, nc
*+northeastern University, Ma
northwestern University, Il
+occidental college, ca
ohio state University, oH
Pennsylvania state University,
University Park, Pa
Pierce college, ca
+Portland state University, oR
+Pratt Institute, nY
Purdue University, In
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, nY
Rice University, TX
Ringling college of art and
Design, fl
saint Mary’s college of california, ca
*san francisco state University, ca
san Jose state University, ca
*santa clara University, ca
savannah college of art and
Design, Ga
+school of the art Institute of
chicago, Il
*school of Visual arts, nY
+seattle University, Wa
*stony brook University, nY
syracuse University, nY
Texas christian University, TX
The art Institute of new York
city, nY
*+The new school- Parsons, nY
+Trinity University, TX
*Tulane University, la
*University of california, Davis, ca
*University of california, Irvine, ca
University of california, los angeles,
ca
*University of california, Riverside,
ca
*University of california, san
Diego, ca
*University of california, santa
barbara, ca
*+University of california, santa
cruz, ca
+University of central florida, fl
University of chicago, Il
+University of Georgia, Ga
*University of Illinois at
Urbana-champaign, Il
University of la Verne, ca
University of Maryland, college
Park, MD
*+University of Massachusetts,
amherst, Ma

U.S.A.
american University, Dc
appalachian state University, nc
arizona state University, aZ
*art center college of Design, ca
babson college, Ma
barry University, fl
*+baylor University, TX
boston college, Ma
*+boston University, Ma
*bucknell University, Pa
+california college of the arts, ca
*california state Polytechnic University, Pomona. ca
california state University, east
bay, ca
california state University, fresno, ca
california state University, long
beach, ca
+carleton University, Mn
central Penn college, Pa
claremont McKenna college, ca
college of charleston, sc
college of William and Mary, Va
+ cooper Union for the advancement of science & art, nY
+ columbus college of art and
Design, oH
+Dominican University of
california, ca
*+Drexel University, Pa
east carolina University, nc
*emory University, Ga
*fashion Institute of Technology, nY
florida International University, fl
*fordham University, nY
full sail University, fl
*George Washington University, Dc
*Georgia Institute of Technology, Ga
+Hawaii Pacific University, HI
*+Hult International business
school, ca
*Indiana University at bloomington, In
*Johns Hopkins University, MD
+Johnson & Wales University, RI
+la salle University, Pa
lehigh University, Pa
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University of Massachusetts,
boston, Ma
*University of Miami, fl
University of Michigan, MI
+University of Minnesota, Twin
cities, Mn
University of north carolina at
chapel Hill, nc
University of north carolina at
Wilmington, nc
+University of notre Dame, In
+University of oregon, oR
University of Pittsburgh, Pa
University of Richmond, Va
*+University of san francisco, ca
+University of south carolina, sc
University of south florida,
Tampa, fl
University of southern california, ca
University of the Pacific, ca
University of Texas, austin, TX
*+University of Virginia, Va
* University of Washington, Wa
*University of Wisconsin, Madison,
WI
Wagner college, nY
Wake forest University, nc
*Washington state University, Wa
Western Michigan University, MI
OTHER COUNTRIES
Internationale fachhochschule bad
Honnef, bad Honnef, Germany
John cabot University, Rome, Italy
leiden University college, The
Hague, netherlands
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology International University, Ho
chi Minh city, Vietnam
The american University of Paris,
france
University college Roosevelt,
Middelburg, netherlands
University of otago, Dunedin,
new Zealand
University of the Philippines,
Metro Manila, Philippines
Utrecht University college,
Utrecht, netherlands
*Multiple students
+scholarship awarded

sense of self
A community atmosphere in which each student can gain a sense of “who she or he is” in the world; to
develop self-confidence, strong character, convictions, leadership abilities, grace, courage, the desire to
be a life-long learner and the commitment to achieve excellence in all she or he does.

WeeK WITHoUT Walls
The Week Without Walls trips provide our students in grades 6-10 the opportunity to take their learning
outside of the classroom. Students in grade 10 went to Malacca, Malaysia. Because the Portuguese,
Dutch and British occupied the city throughout its history, there was a great European influence for
student to explore. In addition, the students were exposed to the Chinese, Indian and Malaysian cultures
which now call the city home. They visited orphanages, learned some of the Malay language and competed
in a scavenger hunt which furthered their understanding of colonization. 9th graders travelled to Bintan
Bintan, which is an island in the Riau archipelago of Indonesia. It is part of the Riau Islands province,
the capital of which, Tanjung Pinang, lies in the island’s south and is the island’s main community. The
students were able to participate in many outdoor activities which are not available in HCMC. They were
required to take risks and step out of their comfort zone.
Middle school students remained within Vietnam for their trips as they have in the past but this time they
explored new destinations. The main focus of their trips is the excellent opportunities they provide for
students to apply the knowledge and skills that they have acquired in their lessons to real life situations.
It is a chance for students to improve their awareness and understanding of the language and culture of
Vietnam. The week also allows students to build team spirit with their grade level and to ensure positive
relationships among students. Grade 6 went to Mui Ke Ga. Grade 7 visited Madagui, which is near Cat
Tien National Park. Grade 8 travelled to Ta Lai, which is also near Cat Tien National Park.
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offeReD

athletes

asa’ s

after school activities

es

130

Ms

after school activities

59

Hs

59

after school activities

es

58 61 38

Ms

98 96 119

athletes

Season 1

athletes

Season 1

Season 2

Season 2

Season 3

Season 3

Hs 103 111 52
Season 1

athletes
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Season 2

Season 3

balance In lIfe
An academic program that promotes an appreciation for all of life and seeks to balance the sciences
with the humanities; academics with the arts; mental wholeness with physical, social and spiritual
wholeness; and future career with family relationships.

cURRIcUlUM
The second action point from the Strategic Plan is teaching and learning. The administration spent time
this year developing a new curriculum framework which specifically addresses the school’s position on
various curriculum issues. The SSIS Curriculum Framework is the basis of all curricular decision in the
development, delivery and assessment of the curriculum. As with the Strategic Plan, the framework is
centered around the Core Values. Each Core Value was examined to determine the key concepts, the
definition of that concept, and the educational implications. In the elementary school, a Curriculum
Overview was created to organize the writing of integrated units of study. The four themes are: Understanding Ourselves: Achieving my Goals in Life; Understanding Others: Serving the Needs of Humanity;
Understanding our Environment: Sharing the Resources of our Planet and Understanding our World:
Managing the Complexity of Systems. Time will be spent in the coming school years to develop and
launch overviews for the middle and high school divisions.
Our accreditation organization, WASC, requires that we conduct reviews of our subject area curriculum
on six year review cycle. Therefore, this past year we looked at the math and health programs at SSIS. A
committee of K-12 teachers were part of the review process, reading current research, reviewing standards from different countries and reporting to the Academic Leadership team about their findings and
a proposal for the standards to use as a foundation of the SSIS curricular program. Work continues this
year, writing units of study as we revise these standards to match our student population.

PRofessIonal DeVeloPMenT
Teachers and teaching assistants are given a yearly stipend which is used to continue their professional
growth. They are encouraged to attend conferences held both here at SSIS and overseas. The school’s
commitment to this is evident in the fact that more than 2% of our budget is spent on professional development. As we moved forward with our strategic plan, our focus on writing and the second phase of our
Apple School Initiative, we identified key areas for professional development for our staff and we organized
conferences around these areas.
Jennifer Sparrow is known throughout the region as a leading expert in using assessment data to improve
student’s learning. She has been at SSIS in the past to work our teachers on creating quality assessments
and last fall she spent three days with our teachers further developing the bridge between assessment
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results and classroom learning. Ralph Fletcher is an award winning author of both professional books for
teachers and children’s books. He works with schools around the world helping teachers improve student
writing. Ralph conducted mini-lessons on writing with students in grades 1-9 and entertained our youngest learners with animated read-alouds of his children’s books. Additionally, he conducted a weekend
seminar with our teachers on writing poetry and engaging boy writers.
To ensure the success of phase 2 of our Apple School Initiative, teachers at SSIS were offered many
opportunities to increase their technology skills. Not only did we have 11 teachers certified as Google
educators, we also hosted the 3rd annual Vietnam Tech Conference (VTC). More than 300 teachers from
regional schools attended the conference where our teachers were presenters, ran speed geeking sessions,
and our students participated as members of the geek squad.
In addition to the conferences hosted here at SSIS, our teachers also took advantage of learning opportunities within the region. More than 85% of the teaching staff participated in the professional development program last year. The graft below shows how many teachers attended conferences in the different
professional development areas.
other 1
Data 6

Teaching strategies 11

counseling 3

coeTaIl 2

Google educator 11

eaRcos conference 14

Tech conference 25

core subject areas 19
Ib & aP Workshops 6

PRofessIonal DeVeloPMenT aReas
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DeDIcaTeD seRVIce
A view that looks beyond oneself to the assets and needs of the surrounding community and the world
and finds fulfillment in unlocking potential in the service of humankind. The model SSIS graduate will
demonstrate a caring attitude, be environmentally aware and persevere for the good of the community.

local coMMUnITY seRVIce
Saigon South International School requires high school student to participate in our Creativity, Action,
Service (CAS) projects. This year marked the first year we moved from a “counting hours” approach to a
more project oriented approach to include not just the International Baccalaureate Diploma candidates
but all members of the high school. Students meet with the the CAS coordinator and plan their projects
for the year. Blogs and journals are used by students to reflect on their activities.
The culture of service is, however, not limited to the high school. This past school year all divisions were
active in giving of themselves for others. Perhaps one of the most popular after school activities in the
elementary school is the Roots and Shoots group. Over 20 students in grades 3-5 participated this year.
In addition to educating the community on environmental and animal welfare issues, they conduct fund
raisers for donations. This year they sold over 1000 Animal Grams and held a Used Toy Sale to raise over
21,000,000 VND for Animal Asia, Friends of Mai Am Mai Tam and Operation Smile.
At SSIS, one of the key components of our charity activities is their longevity. Students at SSIS have been
committed to supporting the Anh Linh Love School since 2003. Anh Linh Love School (ALLS) is an
elementary and middle school in one of the poorest sections of Ho Chi Minh City. The children attend
Anh Linh because their families cannot pay for the costs of attending a Vietnamese government school.
ALLS provides breakfast and dinner to these poor children for ten long months. During the summer, the
students do not have much to eat because their families cannot afford to feed them. This is the primary
reason of the food drive. The Grade 6 Leadership Class was in charge of the food drive this year and they
were able to generate donations for each of the 200 students who attend the school.
The 30 members of Friends of Mai Am Mai Tam raised approximately 8 million VND for the AIDS/HIV
affected orphans. They did orphanage visits in addition to two events. One event was a water fun day at
SSIS in November 2013 with 40 of the children from the orphanage. The second event was a visit to the
zoo with 30 children from the orphanage in May 2014. Students also hosted a shaved ice booth at Family
Fun Day in the fall, the Charity Bazaar in November and assisted with Family Fun Day in the spring. SSIS
has been working with the Friends of Mai Am Mai Tam since 2010.
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Global coMMUnITY seRVIce
Under the theme Passion To Action 30 middle school and high school Global Issues Network (GIN)
members ran a two day conference with over 400 students from local and international schools in Ho
Chi Minh City in attendance. This year, the GIN Saigon crew changed the way things work. Instead of
dividing the participants according to global issues, they split them according to passion groups, such as
movie-making, dancing, singing, etc. This ensured the dedication and the motivation of each participant,
as this is something that was close to their heart. The results were incredible. Each group produced some
incredible artwork and performances, which helped raise awareness for many global issues.
On the second day of the conference, every participant was divided into different groups that represented different countries for what was called a simulation. The objective was to go through many obstacles
and games to make money and survive. Every year, the simulation is one of the best parts for the participants as they fully experience the hardships the game has to offer and feel empathy.
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ResPecT foR all
A perspective that each individual is a person of worth.
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australia
5%

coMMUnIcaTIon
SSIS, like every school, has a story. Our story is centered on our Core Values, our students and everything
that is happening at school everyday. It is important that we also tell the story of our school and that
you as parents share the story. We use a variety of methods to convey the story to you. Both prospective
and current parents use the website and Facebook and YouTube as sources of information about the
school and our community. Additionally, our Head of School and divisional principals regularly host
coffee mornings, post information to eNews, or send out emails to parents. Teachers have blogs and use
emails. Students share their stories in The Dragon Tales, Xiclo and on their blogs. Because we feel that
we have great stories to tell, we will continue to strive to find ways to keep telling them.

eNews

Last school year, there were an average of over 2,300 individual users accessing eNews each month. It
also had over 5,500 page views per month.

Users

Pageviews

8,636

59,974

Users: The number of people who visited our site
Pageview: A view of a page on the site
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SSIS Website

On average, the school website had over 5,100 individual visitors each month.
They were accessing over 14,000 page views per month.

Users

Pageviews

33,038

169,612

Users: The number of people who visited our site
Pageview: A view of a page on the site
In 2014 - 2015 there were:

33

998

440

170+

3,200

200+

5

663

Teacher blogs

likes on facebook

students blogs

Posts to facebook

Issues of Dragon Tales printed

new Videos on YouTube

Years of Dragon Tales

Pages of photos on flickr

320

Issues of Xiclo printed
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scHool fInances
anD facIlITIes
As a proprietary, not-for-profit school, SSIS holds a unique place in the market. Our community members
know that all of the revenue generated has an impact on their child’s educational experience. This allows
us to attract and retain the best teachers, to expand our resources and to continually make improvements
to our campus facilities.
The school’s greatest source of revenue comes from tuition and fees. For the 2014-2015, there was a
tuition increase of 2%. Additionally, monies are generated through application fees. We had over 500
applications for the new school year. Our acceptance rate was 38% on average.
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Mid way through the second semester, work was begun to beautify the campus and improve student
learning. With the new Makerspace, we can expect our elementary students to imagine, invent and create at
a whole new level. The refurbishment of the auditorium gives our students a space to perform and feature
their talents. Both the elementary and middle school entrances were given facelifts and the middle school
receive new flooring in the Dragon’s Den as well as new basketball hoops and scoreboards in the gym. We
will continue the renovation and improvement in facilities over the coming years as part of our programming needs and strategic plan.
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PaRenT TeacHeR
assocIaTIon (PTa)
1% PTA Activities
3% Used Book Sale
51%

Membership

45%

Accrued Income

PTa IncoMe
4% Halloween
8%

International Week

10% Teacher Activities
18% Student Activities
19% PTA Activities
41%

Family Days

PTa eXPenDITURes
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The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) continues to support the mission and vision of SSIS but most importantly they help to provide extra and co-curricular programs for our students and families, strengthen our
sense of community. In addition to the booths at International Week, there was our first elementary international food buffet. More than 300 people shared food and laughter. More than 100 people attended
the Adult Social graciously co-hosted by the PTA and the Hard Rock Cafe.

The PTA by the numbers
family fun Days
Used book sales
Dues
adult socials
country ambassadors
Teacher appreciation lunch dishes served
charity bazaar Vendors
charity bazaar Visitors
charity bazaar Profits

2
< 24, 000,000 VND
<288,000,000 VND
2
15
50+
60+
2000+
7,865 USD
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SAIGON SOUTH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
78 Nguyen Duc Canh Street, Tan Phong Ward, District 7, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
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